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Abstract-Natural disturbances are critical to wilderness management. This paper reviews recent research on natural disturbance and addresses the problem of managing for disturbances in a
worldofhuman-imposed scales and boundaries. The dominant scale
issue in disturbance management is the question of patch dynamic
equilibrium. The dominant boundary issue in disturbance management is the effect. of boundary conditions on disturbance frequency
and magnitude. Human property and attitudes outside wilderness
areas influence management decisions on disturbances within natural areas.

The preservation of wilderness involves two paradoxes:
First, we seek to preserve ecosystems that must change and,
second, we must often apply human management to ecosystems where we ultimately want minimal human influence
(White and Bratton 1980). Natural disturbances are among
the most important sources of ecosystem change. If our goal
in wilderness management is to promote such natural processes, we must understand the spatial and temporal scales
at which they occur. The role of disturbance in wilderness
leads directly to issues of scale and boundary: All of conservation is a sampling problem, in that our protected areas are
a bounded subset of the original whole. Furthermore, it is
the very nature of administrative units to be fixed in space,
with management plans that prescribe actions that are fixed
in time. This contradicts an important historic quality of
natural areas which experienced considerable stochastic
dynamics and directional changes in the past. In addition,
nature had a certain resilience at large spatial scales. This
resilience was the ability to change without loss of parts.
Despite fluctuations in species abundar,ce and distribution,
extinction was relatively rare. Managers ofwilderness areas
should understand and provide for this resilience-that is,
for persistence of species and habitats despite local fluctuations in abundance.
During the past 15 years, scale and boundary issues have
produced a large literature in conservation bioiogy(Angelstam
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1992; Forman 1990; Hansen and di Castri 1992; Janzen 1986;
Knight and Landres 1998; Newmark 1 9 8 5 , 1 9 8 7 ;
Schoenwald-Cox 1983; Schoenwald-Cox and Balyliss 1986;
Schoenwald-Cox and Buechner 1993; Schoenwald-Cox and
others 1992; Shafer 1994; Theberge 1989). This work has
often focused on the effect of park size on population persistence and on negative impacts along natural area edges. For
example, Schoenwald-Cox (1983) investigated the relationship between reserve size and persistence for three groups of
mammals. Using a population size of 1,000 individuals as a
correlate of long-term persistence, she concluded that small
herbivores required at least lo3 hectares, large herbivores
required at least lo5 hectares, andlarge carnivores required
at least 10” hectares. Populations were present on smaller
preserves initially, but would be subject to higher extinction
risks. An empirical study found that park size was correlated with the number of mammal species extirpated from
the western United States (Newmark 1987).
Managing wilderness is also challenging because the species and ecosystems we observe at a particular time are
manifestations of processes difficult to observe and to document. As the poet W. B. Yeats wrote:
Oh chestnut-tree, great rooted-blossomer,
Are you the leaf, the blossom or the bole?
0 body swayed to music, 0 brightening glance,
How can we know the dancer from the dance?
In our case, the dancers-the species and ecosystemsare both the products and the producers of the dance. It is
easier to observe and write management plans for the
dancers; it is much harder to understand and protect the
dance, though it is the dance that has produced the very
wilderness we seek to perpetuate. In the extreme, we may
perpetuate the dancers in ways that prevent future change.
Some conservationists have argued that we will not be able
to sustain the continued evolution of large mammals, but
can only retain the species by managing for diverse but
unchanging gene pools. Similarly, some management options would freeze ecosystems in historic states or restore
them to a historic state and let them resume natural dynamics in an otherwise changed environment (for example,
Bonnickson and Stone 1985). Managing nature so that it can
continue to change represents a difficult challenge, one th:it
requires a paradi,m shift in our view ofwilderness. We will
return to this dilemma at the end of this review
This paper discusses the problem of managing natur:ii
disturbancesinaworldofhuman-imposedscalesand boundLlries. Our essay is aimed at generality across different
wilderness areas; as a preamble, we make 3 brief~tatement
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ecological and evolutionary context that makes findinggeneraIitydiffrcult.;-\_fterreviewin,orecentEindingsabout
disturbance, we address the question, How are today’s
bounded wilderness areas difyerent from the original state in
which natural disturbances prevailed? We address two topics in seeking to answer this question. First, we consider the
size of wilderness areas relative to the scale of their dynamics and the question of long-term dynamic equilibrium, a
phenomenon recently redefined in the context of the historic
range of variation and the natural range of variability
(Morgan and others 1994). In terms of disturbance, the
historic range of variation, and the potential for dynamic
equilibrium, large wilderness areas have made fundamental and irreplaceable contributions to our basic understanding of the way nature works. Our second topic in the analysis
of bounded wilderness is to consider the influence of boundaries themselves. Wilderness areas adjoin non-wilderness
areas. Boundary problems virtually guarantee that wilderness managers will have to be concerned with external, as
well as internal, processes. Boundaries also signal thechanged
spatia1 context ofwilderness areas-the changed context can
affect disturbance regime and recovery. Edges will require
management if we are to avoid progressively losing what
remains of landscape function. In a final section, we discuss
prospects for the future of wilderness management.
of the

The Search for Generality in an
Ecological and Evolutionary
Context
We propose that the search for generality in understanding ecosystems must take into account five principles that
are rooted in past events and produce characteristics that
change very slowly reIative to disturbance, succession and
management action (Table 1). In essence, these five principles produce the factors that are the “&ens” ofwilderness
management.
First, the absolute rates ofecosystem processes like growth,
establishment, mortality, productivity and succession vary
among ecosystems because of differences in the physical
environment. Some ecosystems change quickly, others

slowly, in the face of particular disturbances, fragmentation,
or boundary conditions. Since the physical environment and
resource levels vary among ecosystems, the effect of disturbance-which often removes dominant competitors and
transfers material from living to detrital pools, thus promoting mineralization-on resource levels will vary among
ecosystems. While disturbances usually increase resources,
the relative increase depends on the predisturbance condition. Thus, disturbance effects should be interpreted relative to predisturbance conditions in any search for generality.
Weshouldsearchforrepeatedpattems
ofsystemresponse
to disturbance that change along gradients, thus resulting
in general hypotheses about ecosystem dynamics that will
help us formulate recommendations for wiIderness management under given circumstances.
Second, the species of a particular landscape have different life history traits, responses to environmental gradients
and disturbance, and dispersal and gene flow characteristics. Different disturbances promote different species. This
makes simple labels-for example, with regard to successional role-diff~cult to apply. For example, Vogl (19741,
when abandoning early vs. late successional terminology for
grassland species, classified them as increasers, decreasers,
invaders, retreaters and neutrals relative to a particular fire
event. A straightforward corollary of species differences is
that a given disturbance will be good for some, but not all
species. Furthermore, a given disturbance may occur at
different times relative to species life history, resulting in a
range of effects on a particular species (Pavlovic 1994).
Clearly, a mix of conditions and processes is required for all
species to reproduce and persist. The question then arises,
whether a given wilderness area is large enough for such
dynamics to occur, or whether management needs to influence the intensity and return interval of disturbances within
the given boundaries in order to allow for regeneration.
Third, given the first two principles, we deduce the following: Species differences span a different range of absolute
values in different ecosystems. For example, all forests have
trees with differences in height growth rates after disturbance; the maximum height growth rates of disturbanceresponding trees varies systematically from the tropics (up
to 2-3 m per year) to the temperate zone (up to 1 m per year),

Table l-The five “giver-6 of disturbance management. These factors cause variation in ecosystem response to disturbance and make
generaiiza!ion
difficult across ecosystems.
Factor

Comments

Absolute rates vary

While disturbance dependent plants often grow more quickly than other species, absolute values (the range of
expected maximum and minimum rates) vary systematically and geographically with physical factors and
resources

Species vary

The species living in any landscape vary in their response to disturbance; individual species respond to a given
disturbance differently depending on life stage or season and often have plastic responses to environment,

Absolute response vanes

Given the first two factors, responses to disturbance vary across ecosystems and there will be considerable
variation, at least locally, in how a particular ecosystem responds to a particular disturbance.

Two-fold

Ecosystems are the result of past events; disturbance response varies with the history of prior disturbances I,,
ecosystems. Species have been exposed historically to disturbances; they have traits that reflect suNlvaj over
those past conditions.

preconditioning

The spatial template

2a

The configuration of habitats in landscapes determines
the propagation of disturbances regardless of physlcal

critical

parameters like area and isolation which
environmental factors and species present.
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to the boreal forest (up to 0.3 m per year). These values are
3-10 times greater than the height growth rates of shade
tolerant species in the same ecosystems. Species richness
also varies along the latitudinal gradient. The consequence
is that while all three areas have disturbance-dependent
“fast” growing species, the number of such species and their
absolute rates of growth vary with the physical environment. Similar comments could be made about other life
history traits and the patterns of succession derived from
them. We believe nonetheless that the ranges of absolute
values and the patterns of system responses vary systematically; thus, it will be possible to work towards generality in
understanding the effects of disturbances across ecosystems.
Fourth, the characteristics of species and ecosystems are
themselves the products of past events on evolutionary and
ecological time scales. This produces a two-fold preconditioning in ecosystem response to disturbance. Species responses are preconditioned, in the sense that their physiological abilities and life history traits are the result of
evolutionary exposure to past conditions. The history of an
ecosystem also influences its range of possible responses to
present events because it controls species presence and
resource levels. McCune (1984) showed, for example, that
differences in present vegetation of three neighboring valleys with identical environmental conditions were due to
historic factors: the different past influences of fire and
settlement within these three valleys. The evolutionary and
historic context of species and ecosystems means that managers, in some sense, will always need to investigate the
nature of past conditions, in order to understand the range
of current options.
Finally, the surface of the earth forms a unique template
for each wilderness we manage. The physical template sets
the pattern of environmental gradients and the size and
position of habitat patches. These, in turn, affect disturbance regime and responses to other changes (such as,
climate variation). Even if we had abstract rules for species
traits, ecosystem characteristics, disturbance, scale and
boundary, how these play out in a given situation is contingent on the underlying geophysical template.
The differences among species and ecosystems mean that
generality of response to variation in disturbance, scale and
boundary must be developed as a function of variation in
absolute properties, such as the shape of the physical template, dispersal distances, seasonal migrations, birth rates,
death rates, regeneration patterns and productivity. A corollary is that there will always be a need to understand the
history, characteristic dimensions and rates of change of the
ecosystems we manage. The significance ofdisturbance, size
and boundary will vary among ecosystems, depending on
these characteristics. If we are interested in generality
about disturbance (or scale or boundary), we should examine
variation in disturbance along a continuum of environmental conditions and ecosystem properties. This would point
the way to the development of general principles that could
be adapted to particular wilderness areas.

Disturbance
Regime

and

Disturbance

Natural ecosystems are dynamic. Changes can be gradual
‘succession, climate change, t)~~ec)rnorphologicevolution, soil
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development), annual fseasonality), inter-annual and
semiperiodic (hydrologic flux, the ecoiogical consequences of
the Southern Oscillation in Pacific Ocean surace temperatures that produces El ?&no/La Nina climate variation) or
abrupt and destructive (disturbance) (DeAngelis and White
1994). These processes of change interact and, with topography and geology, they create the spatial variation we observe
at any one time. Whether we look at the relatively recent
past or at evolutionary time scales, historical patterns and
processes have shaped modem ecosystems and their biota.
Disturbances are relatively discrete events in time that
disrupt ecosystem, community or population structure and
change resources, substrate availability or the physical
environment (White and Harrod 1997; White and Pickett
1985; White and others 1999). A subset of this definition is
that proposed by Grime (1979): disturbance as the destruction of biomass. Although these definitions are absolute (as
opposed to definitions that suggest that disturbance is a
departure from normalcy), the magnitude of disturbance in
a particular ecosystem must be expressed in relative terms
(White and Pickett 1985 )--that is, by the change in biomass
in relation to predisturbance biomass or the change in
resources in relation to predisturbance resource levels. Responses to disturbance will vary with the magnitude of
change relative to the predisturbance conditions.
Disturbances are described in terms of their spatial
characteristics (area, shape, spatial distribution), temporal characteristics (frequency, return interval, rotation
period), specificity(to species, sizeclass, successional state),
magnitude (force, intensity, severity) and synergisms (interactions among disturbances) (White and others 1999).
Disturbance occurrence and characteristics vary with climate, topography, substrate, and history. Together, the
disturbances that occur within a particular landscape or
ecosystem define its disturbance regime. Documenting
historic and modern disturbance regimes has been a major
focus of wilderness science over the past three decades, and
the restoration of historic disturbances, particularly fire
(Baker 1994) and flooding (Dahm and others 1995), is one of
the most common restoration goals.
Some 15 kinds of natural disturbances occur in North
America (Table 2; White and others 1999). Under some
circumstances, almost of all of these present problems of
boundary and scale in the sense that they disturbance can
move across boundaries and the scale of their dynamics can
exceed the size of wilderness. However, five kinds of disturbance are particularly important because they routinely
impinge upon or move across boundaries and because they
are, at least potentially, under management control: fires,
hydrologic flux (floods, associated alluvial erosion and deposition and water level fluctuation in basins), coastal erosion
and deposition, episodic outbreaks of heterotrophs (insects,
pests and diseases and grazing animals) and animals that
routinely alter ecosystem structure (burrowing animals,
beavers). Three other disturbances may move across wilderness boundaries but are restricted to particular topographic
and geological circumstances: wind-caused substrate movements(dunemi,sration),gravity-causedsubstratemovements
(avalanches, debris flows) and volcanic eruption. Several
other disturbances (drought, salinity changes and shoreline battering by ice and waves) become boundary issues
when land uses surrounding a natural area affect their
occurrence. Conservation design might help with some
29

Table 2-Boundary and scale issues associated wth natural disturbances in North A.mencan
,wilderness.
“Design
p r i n c i p l e s ” i n d i c a t e t h o s e d i s t u r b a n c e s f o r w h i c h p r e s e r v e design c a n p l a y a s t r o n g r o l e i n t h e o c c u r r e n c e
of boundary and scale issues. “Management” indicates those disturbances that are directly managed
as disturbance forces (“Dist.“) or are indirectly managed through influence on ecosystem structure
(“Struct.“). “Surrounding land use” indicates those disturbances whose occurrence in wilderness is
influenced by surrounding land use.

Disturbance
Wind
Fire
Hydrologic flux
Pest outbreaks
Animals/structure
Dune movement
Substrate movement
Coastal erosion/dep.
Drought
Freezes
Ciyogenesis
Ice storm
Salinity changes
Shore battering
Volcanic eruption

Boundary
issues

Scale
issues

Design
principles

Management
Dist.
Struct.

Rarely
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Rarely
Rarely
Yes
Rarely
No
No
No
Rarely
Rarely
No

Rarely
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Rarely
Rarely
Rarely
Rarely
Rarely
Rarely
Rarely
Rarely
Rarely
Rarely

Rarely
Yes
Sometimes
Yes
Yes
Rarely
Rarely
No
No
No
No
No
Rarely
Rarely
No

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

disturbances-in the sense ofmaintaining dynamics within
the conservation area and preventing conflicts with surrounding lands-but many occur at such large scales and
involve such large forces that they can rarely be designed
away as management issues (Table 2).
The five disturbances that frequently raise boundary
issues often pose scale issues-issues based on area and
dynamic pattern (Table 2). Significantly, the frequency and
magnitude of disturbances that pose the most frequent scale
and boundary issues are also strongly influenced by climate
and can become regional phenomena because of the scale of
atmospheric processes, as discussed below.
It is notjust the disturbance force that we should consider
in scale and boundary issues. Disturbance in natural areas
sometimes threatens property or economies outside these
tracts. The perception and values of people outside the natural area will influence management options for disturbances
within it-an important kind of boundary issue in itself.
During the past 20 years, research on the role of natural
disturbances in ecosystem dynamics has expanded the kinds
of disturbances studied, the geographical distribution of
places studied and the spatial and temporal scales of study.
The process of disturbance, called nudation by Clements
i 1916), has been a rich area of study and has been found to
be a source of variability in ecosystems. In the following
parasaphs, we summarize five findings of the past two
decades of research about the process of disturbance (see
White 1979, White and Pickett 1985, and White and others
1999 for reviews of the disturbance literature more genernlly,: (1) disturbances produce a continuum of conditions
becwcen extremes termed primary and secondary succession and leave behind a wide range of legacies from the
predisturbance ecosystem; (2) there are feedbacks and interactions between disturbances; (3) disturbance probability
v;\r-its tvith clim:~te; 131 disturbance regime is influenced by
i,1nciscnpep;ttlern;nndr:5)clisturbancere~~nec~~n
be;lltcred
!I! esoiic spcciej inL~3sions.
‘i 0

No
Yes
No
Rarely
Rarely
Rarely
Rarely
Rarely
Rarely
No
No
No
No
No
No

Surrounding
land use
Yes (edges only)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Rarely
Rarely
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
Yes
No

The Continuum From Primary to
Secondary Succession and Ecosystem
Legacies
Text books have commonly defined primary and secondary successions as discrete: Primary successions occurred on
sterile sites without the imprint of previous occupation by
living things, whereas secondary successions occurred on
sites previously occupied and affected by living things.
Recent studies of the effects of disturbance, however, show
that there is a continuum between these extremes (Swanson
and Franklin 1992) and considerable variation within each
(Figure 1). Disturbances create a variety of primary successions that vary in the quality and depth of the parent
material. They also produce a variety of secondary successions, which differ in the amount and distribution oforganic
matter after disturbance and vary also in other legacies left
by the previous ecosystem.
The residual material from the previous ecosystemincluding organic matter, seeds, rhizomes, plants, fungi,
insects and other animal populations-has been termed
biological or ecosystem legacy (Franklin 1989; Swanson and
Franklin 1992). This legacy influences site environment, the
location of organisms that affect disturbance recovery, and
recruitment. The magnitude of disturbance and the legacy
after disturbance also affect the success of various plant
colonization strategies. After fire in the Swedish boreal
forest, for example, Schimmel and Granstrom (1994:) found
that depth of burn controlled the dominant colonization
strategy: Shallow burns were followed by resprouting and
regeneration from perennial rhizomes, medium burns \vere
followed by regeneration from the seed bank, and deep burns
were followed by colonization of wind dispersed species.
Nakishizuka and others (1993) showed that as the ;Imount
of residual mlteriai decreased, the importance of lvindtlispersed species increased on *Japanese avalanche sc3r.i
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Figure l-The continuum from primary to secondary succession
based on ecosystem legacy and the effects of disturbance. The x-axis
is a gradient of increasing ecosystem legacy and decreasing disturbance magnitude and the y-axis represents the influence of the predisturbance ecosystem on recover from low (0%) to high (100%). The
smaller diagram in the upper right presents the historic and overly
simplified definition of primary (no influence of the pre-disturbance
ecosystem) and secondary (100% influence) succession.

Ecosystem legacies also influence the likelihood of further
disturbance and thereby the length of recovery interval and
the amount of successional change. For example, the amount
oforganic detritus after a disturbance event determines fuel
levels and the occurrence of fire.
Disturbance also creates new structures-new arrangements of the substrates and organic matter in an ecosystem&compared with the predisturbance stand. The tangled
branches of a windfall have been shown to provide a refuge
for seedlings against deer browsing in U.S. deciduous forests
(Peterson and Pickett 1995). Snapping of tree boles increases light to the intact forest floor; uprooting of trees, by
contrast, increases light, but also creates pit and mound
microtopography and exposedmineral soil. Similarly, spring
and summer fires vary in impacts on canopy and forest floor.
Whereas some species respond to the increased light alone,
others depend on the new microsites and particularly on
soils with no covering of leaf litter and low competition for
space (Forcier 1975; Harmon 1982). Such sites often have
high germination rates
In short, disturbances are not equal, and the pattern of
recovery is a function of the kind and intensity of disturbance and the legacy of the predisturbance stand. The
legacies created by disturbance often create internal heterogeneity within the ecosystem, with different species Favored
in different kinds of patches. For example, fires do not burn
at uniform intensity but have patches of relatively high and
low intensity. These patches are left with different amounts
of organic matter and have different mortality levels of the
plants from the pie-fire stand. Such patches present :t diverse
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of postdisturbance microsites for plant recoveq, Heterogeneity of disturbance effects may also be important in
recovery because less disturbed areas may act as SOUrCeS of
colonists for more disturbed patches.
One ofthe ways that some human disturbances differ from
natural disturbances is in the different ecological legacies
that remain after disturbance. For example, Hansen and
others (1991) described the differences in coarse woody
debris ofmanaged and unmanaged forests in the northwestern U.S. They found that logged stands lie outside the
bounds of naturally disturbed stands in terms of several
measures of ecosystem structure, including the sizes and
amounts of coarse woody debris.
array

Disturbance interactions and feedbacks
Interactions among disturbances are reported for all ecosystem types (see review in White and others 1999). The
feedbacks between disturbances can be positive; that is, one
disturbance promotes the next, so repeat disturbances are
likely. For example, gaps expand over time as gap edge trees
are exposed to wind (Runkle and Yetter 1987). Fire-damaged trees are vulnerable to fungal infections, making the
trees more vulnerable to future wind disturbance (Matlack
and others 1993). Disturbance feedbacks can also be negative, as when one disturbance delays another. Romme (1982;
see also Romme and Despain 1989; Romme and Knight
1981) showed that hot fires burn fuels that take centuries to
reaccumulate in Wyoming; hot fires are thus spaced by
centuries. However, those hot fires, once they start, can burn
across stands with varying fuel levels (Johnson and Wowchuk
1993). In Colorado, Veblen and others (1994) showed that
avalanche scars restrict fire spread, thus limiting fire size and
increasingrecurrence intervals. Veblen and others also showed
that spruce trees become vulnerable to spruce bark beetles
only after 70 years of postfire succession. Fire and beetle
outbreaks thus tend to be nonoverlapping in space as well.
Land use history and the history of past natural disturbances can alter the frequency and magnitude of current
disturbances (Baker 1995). In central New England, Foster
(19SS; Foster and Boose 1992) showed that hurricane damage increased with stand age, but at a different rate for old
field pine compared to hardwood forests. Tyrell and Crow
(1994) showed that gap sizes increase with stand age as tree
size increases in mesic deciduous forest, making older stands
more patchy in light regime than younger stands. In the
Great Smoky Mountains, Harmon (19S4) found that firecaused mortality at a given fire intensity decreases with
time since last fire as trees age into fire-resistant size classes
(bark grows proportionally faster than diameter in fireadapted species). If fires are too far apart, trees survive into
fire-resistant size classes, changing the effects of future
fires. In general, stands can be preconditioned to current
disturbance by their history of past disturbance.

Disturbance and Climate Variation
The past decade has seen demonstrations of strong links
between disturbance and climate (Clark 1988; Johnson and
Larsen 1991; Johnson and Wowchuk 1993; Nash and Johnson
1996; Swetnam 1993; Webb and Betancourt 199”). Humaninduced climate change will influence disturbance regimes.
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as well as other ecosystem processes (Romme and Turner
1991). Swetnam and Betancourt (1990) demonstrated that
the area burned in the America Southwest from 19051990
varied with an index of the intensity of the Southern Oscillation. They also showed that climate can synchronize vegetation dynamics over large areas. Over a 300-year sequence, an average of 5-10 sites experienced fire each year,
but there were 20 unusually dry years in which iire events
were many times more frequent than this average.
Johnson and Wowchuk (1993) produced similar findings
for central Canadian boreal forest, reporting that years with
persistent high-pressure systems had more lightning strikes,
more ignitions, larger fires and higher fire intensities and
rates of spread than other years. Fire size was particularly
important: 2% of the fires burned 99% of the area. During
persistent highs, temperature was warmer than normal and
precipitation lower for days to weeks. Fuel moisture was low,
which resulted in more fires, but fires burned across different fuel conditions. As a result, fires were strongly correlated
with weather but weakly correlated with fuel conditionsfuel loading varied less than weather-hence successional
age and fire suppression were relatively unimportant in tire
occurrence. Johnson and others (1995) have shown that
there was a shift in tire regime in their study area ca. 1730.
Warmer and drier conditions before 1730 produced a fire
rotation of 50 years, but this increased to 90 years after 1730.
Regional synchronization by climate variation has important consequences for human societies because it means that
fire years for one place are correlated, at regional spatial
scales, with fire years for all places (the scale of such
synchronization will vary with the scale of climate effects).
Regional synchronization stretches management resources
thin. There are also consequences for conservation: Regional
synchronization invalidates metapopulation models that
describe persistence of species as a function of the independent dynamics of local populations. More generally, all
populations, even those not connected by migration and
gene flow, would experience parallel fluctuations under
regional synchronization. Age structures ofpopulations would
be similar across space, and extinction risks would not be
independent in a given year. Such a situation would create
problems for a “put your eggs in different baskets” strategy
of allocating more resources to separate populations, rather
than lowering extinction risk within a single population (see
discussion in White 1996).
Climate variation is also directly tied to estimates of flood
regimes. Webb and Betancourt (1992) showed that the
calculation of the loo-year flood event in Tucson, Arizona,
was highly dependent on the period of time used in the
models. Using data from 1930-1960, the loo-year flood
discharge was 300 cubic meters per second and was dominated by the pattern of monsoonal storm floods. After1960,
the loo-year flood discharge was over 1,000 cubic meters per
second, an increase due to increased tropical cyclone floods,
as well as increased monsoonal storm floods. A change in
atmospheric flow altered the sources and amounts of precipitation to the Santa Cruz River.

Disturbance and Landscape Configuration
The probability ofdisturbance at one point is influenced by
the structure and composition of the vegetation surrounding
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that point and the occurrence of disturbances within the
surrounding area (Knight 1987; Rykiei and others 1985;
Turner 1989; Turner and others 1989). Some disturbances,
such as tire and insect outbreak, spread contagiously through
a landscape. Such disturbances may affect sites that otherwise have a low probability of disturbance. Humans alter
disturbance regimes not only by affecting the agents ofdisturbance (for example, in fire suppression, Baker 1992aj, but by
altering the pattern of vegetation on the landscape and
enhancing orreducing heterogeneityofpatches. This can both
increase and decrease disturbance frequency (Franklin and
Forman 1987). It has been hypothesized that large-scale
logging in northeastern Maine has created large areas of
even-aged stands of balsam fir through which insect outbreaks spread quickly. It has been argued that forest fragmentation has reduced fire size in the longleaf pine stands
of the southeastern U.S. (Frost 1993). Bergeron and Brisson
(1990) have shown that lake islands in the Canadian boreal
forest have different fire regimes than the nearby mainland.
Many investigators have shown that tire size plays a larger
role than the number of fire ignitions in the boreal forestfive percent of the fires have been said to burn 95 percent of
the area (Johnson and others 1995). Fire size is affected by
human activities and land use patterns.
In a comparative example with implications for understanding the interaction of disturbance regime and landscape configuration, Minnich (1989) showed strong differences in fire size and frequency between areas with natural
fire-regimes in Baja California and those with fire suppression management in Southern California despite overall
similarity in the amount of land burned per century in the two
areas. Without fire suppression, vegetation heterogeneity
and ignition rate was high, but the size of burned patches was
low, while under fire control, vegetation was more homogeneous, ignition rate was low, but size of burned patches was
high because of rapid fire spread through homogeneous fuels.

Disturbance Regime and Exotic Species
Invasions
Exotic species invasions are now one of the major human
influences in natural areas. Among invaders, some cause
particularly drastic effects because they alter fundamental
processes within ecosystems, including disturbance regime.
Billings (1990) showed that brome grass invasion alters fire
regimes in the western U.S. Bodle and others (1994) proposed that exotic tree species in the Everglades transpire
more water than native species, thereby lowering the water
table and altering fire regimes. Disturbance can also foster
exotic invasions by removing established competitors (R.
White and P. S. White, unpublished data).

Scale, Disturbance, and Wilderness
Management
Since the earliest disturbance studies, investigators have
asked whether small-scale dynamics can lead to a dynamic
equilibrium at larger scales (see reviews in White 1979;
White and Pickett 1985; White and others 1999). An earl!
discussion of the consequences of disturbance dynamics
concluded that the minimum area fur reserves should bo
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based on the area required for successional states and
implied the idea of the dynamic equilibrium (Pickett and
Thompson 1978; White 1979).
If the creation of newly disturbed patches of low biomass
and early successional species is balanced by succession to
higher biomass and older aged vegetation elsewhere in the
same landscape, a dynamic equilibrium is possible (Shugart
1984). The distribution of land into various patch states
would remain the same, even though the location of the
various patch types would shift in space. At any one time, the
landscape would have a characteristic patchiness in age and
structure-and it would exhibit constant and predictable
structure at large spatial scales, despite high variance at
smaller scales (Busing and White 1993; Smith and Urban
1988; Urban and others 1987). Species both dependent on
and sensitive to disturbance would persist. If a mix of species
with different successional strategies is always present, the
rate and pattern of succession will also be stable-no species
will be missing from succession because of extirpation or
dispersal limitation. Such a landscape would be robust in
retaining its biodiversity over time and would be relatively
easy to manage: Natural processes would maintain the
dynamic equilibrium of species and patch types. It is one of
the major challenges for conservation management to understand the spatial and temporal scales at which natural
processes and disturbance regimes operate, and whether a
particular conservation areais large enough for the processes
to result in dynamic equilibrium. Often, boundaries ofwilderness areas are administrative rather than functional, so that
processes outside nature conservation areas affect internal
dynamics and internal dynamics affect outside areas.
Questions about equilibrium, scale and process have been
asked specifically at the population level. Zedler and Goff
(1973) showed that sugar maple (Acer saccharum), a shadetolerant tree, had a reverse-J, all-aged population structure
at relatively small scales, but quaking aspen (Populus
tremuloides ), a shade-intolerant tree, attained this stable
distribution only at scales large enough to include many
independent patches of different successional ages. Reproduction is absent within populations of adults and age
structures are unbalanced if observed at small scales of time
and space. Shifting sites of reproduction are one sort of
metapopulation dynamics (see discussion in White 1996). In
such cases, the absence of reproduction within adult populations is to be expected; persistence depends on new sites
becoming available for establishment within the years of
reproductive maturity and within the dispersal distance of
the adults.
Given the potential importance of patch dynamic equilibrium to wilderness management, we should ask what conditions would tend to produce equilibrium, whether such
conditions are common in nature and whether human influences have affected the likelihood of a dynamic equilibrium.
We start with a more detailed discussion of the nature of
dynamic equilibria.
Four kinds of patch dynamic equilibrium are described in
the literature (White and others 1999): (1) persistence or
qualitative equilibrium; (2) the shifting mosaic, steady state
or quantitative equilibrium; (3) the stable trajectory or stationary dynamic equilibrium; and (4) the statistical equilibrium. These are briefly described below (see also l?ig.me 2).
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F i g u r e 2-Quantitative a n d q u a l i t a t i v e e q u i l i b r i u m . T h e r e l a t i v e i m p o r tances of three successional states (1, 2 and 3) across a hypothetical
landscape are shown through time. A. Quantitative equilibrium in which
the three states occupy a constant proportion of the landscape through
time. 6. Qualitative equilibrium in which the three states fluctuate in
abundance but all persist.

Persistence or Qualitative Equilibrium (DeAngelis
and Waterhouse 1987)--This is the least stringent of the
definitions. Species, successional states and patch types all
persist through time, but they may fluctuate widely in
abundance. The key criterion is that the species and patch
states are never lost from the landscape.
The Shifting Mosaic, Steady State, or Quantitative
Equilibrium (Bormann andLikens 1979; Cooper 1913,
1926; Heinselman 1973; Sprugel 1976)-This definition
of equilibrium is more narrow, in that it requires that the
species abundances and the fraction of the landscape in each
patch type remain constant through time despite, shifts in
spatial location.
The Stable Trajectory or Stationary Dynamic Equilibrium (Loucks 19’70)-This is an equilibrium in which
the same successional sequence repeatedly occurs, despite
fluctuation in the abundance of species or the frequency ol
patch states. The stable trajectory equilibrium requires that
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all species important to successional changes have access to
a site through continual reproduction, dispersal or seed
banks, but not that the species be constant in abundance or
present as adults.
StatisticalEquilibrium (Johnson and Gutsell 1994)Like quantitative equilibrium, this is equilibrium with a
stringent definition. Annual rates of disturbances are not
required to remain constant, but may vary considerably
from year to year. If the annual proportion of the landscape
disturbed, examined over many years, conforms to a statistical distribution such as a negative exponential or Weibull
function, mean disturbance rates and landscape conditions
will remain stable through time.
Whether equilibrium is likely to occur and, more particularly, which kind of equilibrium is to be expected, will vary
with the size of the disturbance patch, relative to the landscape in which it occurs, and the rate of recovery of the patch,
relative to length of the return interval between disturbances (Turner and others 1993). For example, when patches
are small relative to the landscape where disturbance interval is long enough to allow recovery to the original condition
(that is, biomass levels), and where dynamics on adjacent
patches are independent, each patch will exhibit the full
range of patch statevalues over time (biomass levels, successional states) and the average of a large collection of patches
will be a constant (White1979; White and Pickett 1985).
Using simulation models, Shugart (1984) suggested the 1:50
rule: When independent patches that are smaller than l/50th
of the size of the landscape in which they occur, and when
each patch recovers to the undisturbed biomass level before
becoming vulnerable to disturbance again, biomass averaged across all patches is constant. This is one formulation
(based on biomass) for shifting mosaic or quantitative equilibrium. In Shugart’s model, disturbance intervals were set
by successional time because patches became vulnerable to
disturbance only as patch age reached a maximum. As a
general principle, White and Pickett (1985) suggested that
a feedback between disturbance risk and time since disturbance would make an equilibrium patch dynamics more
likely, given independent dynamics of small patches in a
lnrgelandscapeandlackofconta~ousspreadamongpatches.
However, when disturbances can spread contagiously from
patch to patch, increases in disturbance susceptibility with
stand age may contribute to the synchronization of disturbance across large areas. Such appears to be the case with
the Yellowstone fires of 1988. These fires resulted in large
fluctuations rather thanless: Hot tires spread to less susceptible patches, leading to very large patch sizes (Turner and
others 1993). White and Pickett’s (1985) condition that risk
of disturbance increases through successional time is also
violated when one disturbance increases the likelihood of
subsequent disturbance.
Turner and others (1993) further clarified the espectatior
by expressing the spatial and temporal scale issues on tw I
axes and by adding variance to the idea ofdynamic stabili: r
(Figure 3). The first axis was the amount of disturbed arc: I
relative to landscape area. As this ratio decreases, thcj
predicted the chance for a dynamic equilibrium increasuc:
The second axis was the length of the interval between
disturbances, relative to the time required for complete r’ecovcry to undisturbedconditions. As this ratio increases 1as m o r e
tlrne is available for full recoveryi, the chance for ;I dynamic
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equilibrium increases. By creating a two dimensional graph
of these two ratios, they defined a range of conditions from
stable (species and successional patches persist) to unstable
(species and successional patches do not persist) and further
showed that stable landscapes could nonetheless exhibit a
range of behaviors from low variance to high variance. A
stable landscape with variance tits the definition ofqualitative equilibrium-persistence of species and patch states
despite fluctuation in abundance. They suggested that the
ecosystems ofYellowstone
National Park, which are characterized by infrequent but very large and intense fires, would
lit the definition of a stable landscape with high variance.
In situations in which patches are small relative to landscape area, the patches have independent dynamics, disturbance regime is constant, and the patches recover fully between disturbances, patch dynamic equilibrium can occur in
both a qualitative and quantitative (low variance in abundance) sense. If the rate of disturbance is controlled in part by
the community itself (for example, vulnerability to disturbance increases with successional time or plant size or age),
disturbances will have a relatively constant return interval,
and statistical equilibrium of disturbance regime may also
occur. These conditions may hold for small-scale gap dynamics in some forests, patch-wise mortality in heathlandcommunities(Watt 1947),andthedynamicsofinlanddunes(Jentsch,
unpublished data). A classic example is the fir wave phenomenon in montane fir forests (Sprugel 1976).
In contrast, where patches are large, where disturbance in
one patch affects the probability of disturbance in neighboring patches regardless of patch conditions there, where
disturbance regime is strongly linked to climate variation,
and where disturbance intervals are at best loosely correlated with the time between disturbances, landscapes are
either nonequilibrium or, perhaps, in qualitative equilibrium.

OR CRASH
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Disturbance Extent I Landscape Extent
Figure 3-Stability and variance as a function of two ratios: the relation

of disturbance patch stze t o l a n d s c a p e a r e a ( x - a x i s ) a n d drsturbance
interval to recovery interval (y-axis) (redrawn from Turner and others
1993). When disturbance extent IS small relative to landscape area,
stabrlity
IS promoted. When disturbance interval
(the trme between
disturbances) IS long relative to recovery interval (the time needed for
recovenl
to the pre-drsturbance state), stabMy IS promoted
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Indeed, E. A. ,Johnson (Johnson and Gutsell 1994; Johnson
and Larsen 1991; Johnson and Wowchuk 1993; Johnson and
others 1995; Nash and Johnson 1996) has argued that fire
regime in the boreal forest is characterizable but not fixed,
that infrequent butvery large fires dominate forest dynamics,
and that fuel buildup with time since fire is unimportant to
iire occurrence because of the overriding influence of climate.
The question ofdynamic equilibrium is a fundamental one
in wilderness management (Baker 1989a, 1992b, 1994;
pickett and Thompson 1978; Sprugel 1991; Turner and
others 1993). It is one aspect of the questions about the
“balance of nature”. Conservation managers often have the
goal of a situation in which species and habitat types persist
even if they fluctuate in abundance-the less stringent
equilibrium known as persistence or qualitative equilibhum. In essence, we have to ask: How closely do we have to
replicate disturbance processes to get persistence of all biota
and patch types? Because human use of the landscape has
reduced the size of protected landscapes, the ratio between
disturbance area and landscape area has mostly increased,
which would tend to make landscapes less stable and higher
in variance. In nature, persistence occurred despite high
variance because of large size and juxtaposition of unlike
conditions. Disturbances create patchiness across landscapes
that, historically, allowed both disturbance-dependent species and disturbance-sensitive species to persist. The mix of
newly disturbed conditions and refuges from disturbance is
critical to nature’s resilience.
Management for persistence may be particularly challenging in small protected areas in which fragmentation has
increased the ratio between disturbance size and landscape
size, decreasing stability and increasing variance relative to
unfragmented landscapes. One consequence of increased
temporal fluctuations in these small landscapes may be the
loss of species that require either early- or late-successional
conditions.
The relationship of wilderness size to the area needed for
a patch dynamic equilibrium is therefore an important
question. While larger is always better, is wilderness size
ever large enough to encompass equilibrium dynamics? As
early as 1963, Leopold and others wrote that few of the
world’s parks were large enough to be self-regulating ecological units. While they considered seasonal animal migrations and the source areas of park waters, subsequent
research on landscapes with large fire sizes (such as, Baker
1989a; Johnson and Gutsell 1994; Turner and others 1993)
has also indicated that quantitative equilibrium is rare
except for the smallest disturbance patches in the largest
areas. The result is that wilderness managers are likely to
have to take a role in monitoring and maintaining patch
variability, particularly in smaller wilderness blocks or
where natural fires cannot be permitted to burn uncontrolled. A related question concerns the time necessary for
recovery after disturbance. If wilderness size in relation to
disturbance patch size is too small to allow for dynamic
equilibrium, then temporal parameters like return intervals
or frequency of disturbance might have to be controlled by
wilderness managers if all species are to reproduce.
The interaction of disturbance regime with landscape
area has implications for our understanding and management of old growth (Figure 4; .Johnson and others 1995). In
natural landscapes, the occurrence of disturbance has a
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Figure 44mplications o f d i s t u r b a n c e r a t e a n d l a n d s c a p e a r e a f o r t h e
age of the oldest aged patch (redrawn from Johnson and others 1995).
Under a given disturbance regime (disturbance cycle), the larger the
landscape (the higher the number of patches, n), the greater the
maximum age expected in the landscape for individual patches (these
are the patches escape disturbances for longer than the average for the
landscape as a whole). For a particular landscape size (as represented
by n), the longer the disturbance cycle, the greater the characteristic
oldest aged patch.

stochastic component; by chance, some patches will experience at intervals shorter than the mean, while others will
escape disturbance for much longer periods. These rare, old
patches will represent the tail of the statistical distribution.
The larger the wilderness relative to disturbance patch size,
the longer the tail, and the older the maximum expected age.
Wilderness area thus has implications for how old patches
can become-for a given disturbance cycle and without management intervention. The spatial variation in ecosystem
structure is predicted to be a function of disturbance rate
and landscape area.
Bergeron and others (1998) applied this idea in a comparison of two landscapes, one managed on a loo-year logging
rotation and the other with a loo-year natural fire rotation.
Despite similar mean disturbance return intervals, the two
borea! forests would have very different stand age distributions. The managed forest would have equal numbers of
stands in all age classes up to 100 years, but nothing older.
The distribution of patch ages in the wilderness landscape
would follow a negative exponential or Weibull distribution
of time since fire; this landscape would thus have both a
higher proportion of young stands and a larger portion (-l/:3)
of stands older than 100 years.

Historic Range of Variation and Natural
Range of Variability
Whether we look at the relatively recent past or at evolutionary time scales, historical patterns and processes hlt\re
shaped modern ecosystems and their biota. Documenting the
history of ecosystems is thus a key to understanding and man:iging their current dynamics, It is also natural to ask whether
current conditions and dynamics have historical precedence.
The historical range ofvariation approach (Figure 5; Lnndres
1992; Landres and others 1998c; &Iorgan and others 1994;
Swanson and others 1994; Swetnam 1993; Wright and
others 1995) goes beyond a general recognition of the impor’tance of history to ask a more specific question: Xre current
dynamics within the range of values that characterized tl~c
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ecosystem in the past? The concept of the natural range of
variability is similar; here we suggest that this concept be
applied to the variation in space and time for an ecosystem
without the constraint of an arbitrary historic record.
Wilderness e-xhibits neither static and predictable conditions nor totally random or unpredictable ones. Nature has
variation-but variation within bounds. This is presumably
why extinction is rare, despite great fluctuation in local
abundances. However, the historic range of variation poses
several d.iffCAt questions: What ecological parameters should
be considered and at what spatial and temporal scales
should these be evaluated? Over what historical period
shouldvariability be assessed? Can past conditions be reconstructed with acceptable accuracy and resolution? Do parameters of interest remain within well-defined bounds
around a stable long-term mean, or does the amount of
variation or the mean change through time? Will novel
conditions such as exotic species invasions or a changing
globa! climate render past conditions irrelevant? Regardless
of the answers to these questions, documenting the history
ofthe ecosystems is an essential step in understanding their
dynamics and trajectories.

Boundary, Disturbance and
Wilderness Management
Disturbances occur at particular places and either have
indirect effects on nearby areas or spread contagiously to
them. Because of this inherent importance of spatial
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Time
Figure S--Quantitative equilibrium, qualitative equilibrium
and the
historic range of variation (HAV) illustrated by trends in the number of
recently disturbed patches in a hypothetical landscape undergoing two
periods of relative stability and a period of directional climate change.
A major challenge in this approach is the development of data of
s u f f i c i e n t s p a t i a l a n d t e m p o r a l r e s o l u t i o n , t h e avaliable
time periods of
record and the inherent rarity of extreme, but nonetheless important,
events.
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location, wilderness boundaries raise issues for disturbance
management CAngeistam
1992; Forman 1990; SchoenwaldCOX and others 1992; Shafer 1994). This section describes
boundary characteristics and examples of cross-boundary
problems.
Natural boundaries are rare, relatively gradual, old or all
three. By contrast, administrative boundaries are ubiquitous, relatively sharp ior become so through time) and
relatively recent. The effects of boundaries vary with the
amount and rate of ecological change across them and their
influence on natural processes like individual movement,
the physical environment and disturbance spread iLand.res
and others 1998a, 199813).
Whether or not boundaries affect natural processes, they
can affect management in other ways. Boundaries often
separate public from private ownership or conservation
management from other land uses. Even public lands managed by a single agency may have internal zones for different
purposes (such as, natural area protection, historic scene
management and recreation) and with different management plans. Just as with the ecological contrast that exists
or develops on either side of administrative boundaries, the
contrast in land use and management goals can affect
management practices and their ecological outcomes. For
example, a natural fire may be perceived as a threat to
development outside a wilderness-a situation exacerbated
if wilderness attracts residential or other development-to
the tourism industry that develops around the wilderness or
to the safety of traffic in areas affected by smoke.
Single agency lands may also be compartmentalized by
division into management units, even when the overall
management goals are the same for these subunits. Managing disturbances within these units may impose constraints
similar to the management of individually small wilderness
areas.

Boundary Placement: Natural, Artificial
and Historic Boundaries
Some administrative boundaries follow natural features,
such as rivers, bodies of water or watershed divides, while
others are made up ofarbitrary survey segments (Newmark
1985; Theberge 1989). Those that follow natural features
usually are derived from topopaphy which, in turn, affects
environmental gradients, the flow ofwater and the position
of land relative to water bodies. However, even topographically determined boundaries are unlikely to be arrayed with
regard to natural processes, such as migration of animals or
the spreadofdisturbances. In some sense, no ecosystems have
natural boundaries unless these are set bythe natural process
with the furthest spatial extent. Boundaries therefore range
from arbitrary to natural. Most boundaries only partially
encompass natural processes.
Boundaries may also be determined by previous human
land use (for example, old-growth forest vs. farmed land).
These historical boundaries can also be correlated with
natural features-productive and flat valleys were taken bq
agriculture, with steep and rocky land left in forests. In ,111~
case, historical land use boundaries4used to determine
administrative boundaries are also unli!cel;; to be deiinccl
with regard to natural processes.

Boundary Width, Dynamics and Edge
Effect
Management and administrative units are usually delineated by a line on a map with no definable width, although
units are sometimes separated by transition or buffer zones
of defined width (Figure 6). By increasing the width of a
boundary, buffers reduce the rate of change across the
boundary (Landres and others 1998a, 1998b). The quantitative description of boundaries and edges is still in its formative stages (Fortin and Drapeau 1995).
Administrative boundaries may begin as boundaries
through contiguous natural areas and then develop as ecological boundaries through time. Landres and others (1998a)
call these induced or generated edges and note the importance of three characteristics: width (buffers increase the
width and reduce the rate of change across the edge), the
amount of change (ecological contrast) between ecosystems
on either side of the edge, and the rate ofchange of ecosystem
structure across the edge.
If land use sharpens ecological boundaries, edge effects
develop. These are not constant, but develop through time.
For example, increased wind exposure on an induced edge
may result in higher rates of treefall, so that, over time, the
edge is transformed as tree density decreases and the density of shrubs and saplings increases. That change causes a
change from increased sunlight and reduced humidity at the
forest floor on the edge to dense shade and increased humidity later. The age and stability of the edges on an administrative boundary are thus important to its ecological effects.
Edges also vary as a function of position on the landscape.
For example, in the north temperate zone, north-facing
forest edges receive little direct sunlight, while south-facing
edges receive the most direct sun; west-facing edges receive
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direct sun during hotter hours of the day than east-facing
edges. The penetration of edge effects will also vary as a
function of topographic characteristics (steepness, slope
position and slope shape) or environmental factors (such ;1s
prevailing wind direction).
Edges affect ecological fluxes (Hansen and di Castri 1992;
Landres and others 1998a, 1998b; Schoenwald-Cox and
Bayliss 1986; Schoenwald-Cox and others 1992): the movement of individuals, propagules, genes, water, soil nutrients, leaf litter, woody debris, and wind. Edges become the
semipermeable membranes of natural areas and can act as
filters that change both the quantity and quality of the
fluxes. Edges may be resistant to flux (for example, fire
breaks) or may direct fluxes parallel to the edge (for example, animal movements along, rather than across the
edge). Permeability of the edge is a key to understanding
boundary effects. Edges can be absolute barriers or barriers
with “pores” that are neutral or conducent to movement of
individuals, environmental influences and disturbances
(Landres and others 1998a).

Examples of Disturbances that Cross
Boundaries
Disturbances that are affected by boundaries include
fires, hydrologic flux (flood-caused alluvial erosion anddeposition), wind-caused substrate movements (dune migration), gravity-caused substrate movements (avalanches,
debris flows), coastal erosion and deposition and episodic
outbreaks of heterotrophs that can cause elevated plant
mortality (insects, pests and diseases, grazing and burrowing animals). Boundaries can both increase and decrease
these disturbances within wilderness. Even when the boundary itself plays no ecological role, the proximity of other land
uses and human life and property near wilderness boundaries often brings political pressure to reduce fire, flood and
pest outbreaks. We briefly review the three most common
disturbances affected by boundaries (Figure 6, Table 3):
fires, floods and insect, pest and disease outbreaks.
Fires--Forest fragmentation and the permeation of fire
breaks, such as roads and land conversion, are widely
blamed for the reduction in fire frequency in the longleaf
pine forests of the Southeastern coastal plain (Frost 1993).
Compartmentalizing this ecosystem has greatly reduced
tire sizes and nearby tracts must be ignited by independent
lightning strikes. Research in Sequoia-Kings Canyon National Park suggests that ignitions in low-elevation chaparral
created fires that burned into montane sequoia groves. These
sites of ignition were largely excluded when the park boundary was created (Kilgore and Heinselman 1990; McKelvey
and others 1996).
Boundary effects can also increase tire incidence. For
example, Habeck (1985) suggested that fire suppression on
the edge of the Selway-Bitterroot Wilderness increased fuel
loads and increased fire frequency and intensity in western
red cedar forests within the Wilderness. Arson fires in Great
Smoky Mountains National Park are mainly set on roadsides and park boundaries, increasing fire frequencies on
lower slope positions (Harmon 1982).
In addition to fires that move across wilderness boundaries,
the smoke produced by fires is a significant management
37

Table 3-Disturbances that are frequently Influenced by wilderness boundaries.
Disturbance

Increased rate

Decreased rate

A. Effects of surroundings on wilderness:
Fire

Human set fires in surrounding areas
High fuel loads in surrounding areas

Flood

Increased runoff

Insects, pests

Homogeneous

vulnerable

Suppression in surroundings
Fragmentation,
isolation
Fewer ignitions
Smoke impacts
Risk to life and property
Impoundments

vegetation

Fragmentation,

isolation

B. Effects of wilderness on surroundings:
Fire

Management fires that escape
Management for intense fire

Construction of fire breaks
Reduced fuel loads at boundaries

Flood

Unregulated

Protection of wetlands, soils

Insect, pests

Native species allowed to outbreak

flow

concern and may constrain the seasons and intensities of
fires possible in wilderness landscapes. Changes after fire
can also influence downstream water quality. For example,
fire can increase nitrate levels in streams, and these may
influence aquatic productivity.
Hydrologic Flu-Many wilderness areas do not control
the headwaters or other parts of their watersheds. The control
of water flow by activities outside Everglades National Park
(Kushlan 1987), GrandCanyon National Park(Johnson
and
Carothers 1987; Stevens and others 1995) and many other
areas often decreases water flow to these areas, removes the
peak floods and creates a higher frequency of droughts.
Reduction in flooding reduces scouring and alters succession
on riparian bars and banks, leading to regeneration failures
in some species (Johnson 1994; Kaufman and others 1997).
The artificial stabilization of riverside habitats can cause
successional changes and exotic species invasions. Restoration of natural water flows is a major issue for these areas.
In Everglades National Park, the problem is made worse in
some areas by the invasion of exotic trees able to transpire
water at greater rates than the native ecosystems (Bodle and
others 1994). As a result, water levels drop, exacerbating
lowered levels caused by water impoundments upstream
and perhaps leading to more severe fires. Boundary influences can also increase water flow and change water quality
within a wilderness. For example, higher runoff from developed areas can increase downward erosion and increase
siltation in natural areas.
Diseases and Pests-The dispersal of pest organisms
can be influenced by landscape characteristics. The control
ofthe southern pine beetle outside Great Smoky Mountains
Xational Park may affect outbreaks inside the Park; in
addition, neighbors campaign for control of the beetle within
the wilderness areas ofthe Park itself. Surrounding land use
can also increase pest outbreaks in wilderness. For example,
uoing in Canada has lead
it is hypothesized that large scale lo,,
to the development of large, contiguous tracts of seconclgrowth balsam iir and thus has increased the area1 extent and
severity of outbreaks of spruce budworm.

3::

Heterogeneous vegetation

OtherBoundaryProblems-Preservedwildernessmay
attract development along its edges. That development
brings both property vulnerable to disturbance (by fire) and
people in proximitywith the edge. Increased populations can
also result in higher taking of plants, animals, and fungi,
whether legally or by poaching. Increased populations also
bring roads (Schoenwald-Cox and Buechner 19921, other
disturbances and such activities as horticulture and animal
farming that both create corridors for invasion by exotic
species and increase the availability of these species for
invasion. If wilderness attracts development on its edges,
boundaries can sharpen.
Habitat loss and fragmentation around wilderness can
also reduce immigration into and out of the wilderness area.
Changes in species presence can be random but are often
differential: Area-sensitive and poorly dispersing species
(whether because of inherent lack of dispersal ability or
reaction to the disturbedmatrix around the wilderness area)
are lost. Some species with important ecological roles, like
large mammalian predators, are among those most affected,
leading to increases in other populations, such as large
herbivores.

The Importance of Boundary as a
Function of Shape and Area
The shape (perimeter to area ratio) of a wilderness tract
will influence the relative importance ofboundary and scale
issues. A large wilderness of more-or-less round shape will
have less edge relative to interior habitat and, if its dynamics are characterized by relatively small patch size (relative
to its total area), managers may more readily treat the edge
and boundary as buffering lands. In the estrcme, the
boundary would be considered a barrier to the outside, and
the wilderness would then become fortress-like (Hales 19S9).
By contrast, a wilderness with large-scale dynamics OI
impinging forces along the boundary cannot simply buffer
itself from the surrounding world. Yellowstone National
Park is an example of the need to intebT=rute management
across very large areas (Christensen and others lYS9). The

Park is one of the largest in the world and yet has experienced the full range of boundary and size problems.

Conclusions: Prospects for the
Future of Wilderness
Content is what lies within wilderness, but the future of
that wilderness is also dependent on context (Landres and
othersl998a). Parks have been considered as islands, in the
sense that they may be surrounded by very different land
uses. However, Janzen (1986) wrote “no park is an island” in
an essay entitled “the eternal external threat” to draw
attention specifically to this context. Not only are parks
surrounded by different land uses, those land uses may
impinge on the values of the natural area itself, in both
negative and positive ways. In that sense, the “sea” surrounding a park is not simply a neutral expanse that can be
represented merely by the distance of isolation. Rather, the
surroundings have a host of influences on the wilderness
tract itself.
The relationship of disturbance regime to the size of
wilderness will influence management options. Small-scale
disturbances in large areas may result in steady state
landscapes. Disturbances characterized by large patch sizes
are of greater concern. Some large disturbances (fire, hydrologic flux and pests and diseases) can be influenced by
management and may be influenced both positively and
negatively by wilderness boundaries. Even disturbances
like hurricanes that are not under direct management
control have consequences subject to management action
and political pressure, such as influences on fuel loading,
loss of native species in affected areas, pest species and
water quality.
Disturbances can traverse wilderness boundaries in either direction, and land use surrounding wilderness can
both decrease and increase the rate of disturbance within
the wilderness. Boundaries can influence both ecological
processes and management policies-for example, when the
wilderness is perceived as creating danger to surrounding
lands and property. Wilderness managers will have to form
partnerships with neighbors to be able to manage their
areas for natural processes and wilderness values.
Nature’s dynamics are both cause and effect: The dynamics are responsible for the diversity of species and ecosystems that are present, but these species and ecosystems then
contribute to the responses to future dynamics. Various
sources of historical and contemporary data will help us
understand these dynamics (White and Walker 1997). However, the future is unlikely to duplicate the past in all details.
Because ofour evolving understanding and the likelihood of
continued environmental change, we must employ both monitoring and adaptive management. We will have to determine
the actions needed for qualitative or persistence equilibrium;
this will force us to ask how sensitive that persistence is to the
details of management. Particularly troubling for wilderness managers will be the forces that act across large
distances, that have influenced even large and remote wilclerness areas, that may introduce novel conditions and that
reset the basic properties and geographies of ecosystems:
exotic species invasions, climate change and air pollution.
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These occur in even the largest wilderness areas, easily
traverse boundaries and affect disturbance regimes.
Because of our ambivalence about managing areas where
we Want natural forces to reign, we are now faced with a
series of choices that collectively reflect the paradigm shift
forced upon us by expanding human use of land and dwindling wilderness areas. At one extreme with regard to
natural process management (vs. managing for species), we
can leave wilderness unmanaged. This treats wilderness as
the “canaries in cages,” its fate determined by a host of
ecological changes, including the change in scale and boundary that causes a loss of natural dynamics. At the other
extreme, we can manage for historic state and essentially
attempt to “freeze” ecosystems through a management regime that may incorporate disturbance, but does so in a way
that allows no deviation from a particular, historically
determined conditions. Such management ignores changing
climates, although the historic disturbance regime may be
contingent on climate conditions that no longer exist.
In between these two extremes lies many options among
which is another course of action: Introducing those disturbances missing because of scale and boundary problems but
allowing prescriptions to vary, as natural disturbances did,
by coupling them to a climate signal or even allowing
stochastic inputs. For example, because variation in hydrology through the Everglades was historically correlated with
precipitation, precipitation measured at a monitoring station could be used to determine water releases from the
water management districts upstream from the Park. The
variation in rainfall would then drive the variation in a
major ecosystem variable, as it did before impoundments
were created. Whether this approach can be used in other
cases is unknown. Such approaches would, however, still
raise scale and boundary issues. For example, there would
still likely be political pressure to eliminate the most extreme events from the prescription if they threatened human life and economic value.
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